The information here reflects our current status as of March 1, 2021.

**Phase 1: Fully Remote**

- **Level A** Status is Green
- 60 Days Required to Implement

**NON-NEGOTIABLES (Level A)**

The following non-negotiable items must be met for Clerc Center to move from Phase 1 to Phase 2.

- Meet all DC Dept of Health requirements (green)
- Accessible available testing with 24hr results (red)
- Contact tracing (yellow)
- Isolation care and treatment plan with protocol for minors (yellow)
- Mask policy in place (green)
- Mask availability for all age groups (green)
- Health standard attendance policy (yellow)
- Essential supplies and adequate PPE (green)
- Availability of public transportation (green)

**STATUS KEY**

- R (red color) = No Plans in Place
- Y (yellow color) = Plans in Progress
- G (green color) = Plans Completed

**Phase 2: Hybrid**

**Assessment of Local Health Conditions**

**CHECKPOINT**

From the time all criteria in Level A are met,

- Availability of substitute teachers/personnel (yellow)
- Availability of additional custodial personnel and cleaning protocols in place (green)
- Assessment of transportation options to ensure social distancing (yellow)
- Quarantine spaces established and stocked; policies in place for parent pick-up (yellow)
- Protocols established to minimize number of people entering KDES and MSSD (green)
- Possible renovations to accommodate more classrooms (yellow)
- Protocols in place for temp testing of students (yellow)
- Cafeteria meal service revised - pack outs or individually portioned servings (green)
- Furniture ordered and installed as needed (green)
- Establish assigned restrooms and fixtures for all students and staff (green)
- Directional signage in place for hallways and common areas for student/staff (yellow)
- Video tutorials on all new protocols prepared and available (yellow)
- Clearly defined roles for SHS and staffing in place to support these roles (red)